GUILTY PLEASURES

These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

FLEXI FELIX

V LUBRICANT

This water-and-silicone lube gives
you the best of both worlds. The
thick gel is long-lasting and has a
smooth, silky feeling, just like your
favorite silicone lubes, but is less
sticky and easier to clean up, like
water-based lubes. A few drops will
last all night, so you can simply lay
back and enjoy your partner. Give it a
try and see how it feels for yourself!

If you’ve never used anal beads
before, the soft silicone Flexi
Felix is perfect for beginners.
The beads gradually increase in
size from tip to base, and the
smiling face in the handle
ensures safe, easy insertion and
removal. Its small oblong beads
and seamless silicone mean it’s
comfortable, too. So if you want
to try your hand at anal play,
this is the perfect plaything to
help get you started.

LUXE EPIPHANY

CRYSTAL DELIGHTS
PLUGS

Ass-men know the butt is a beautiful
thing—and Crystal Delights butt
plugs make it even more so. These
top-of-the-line glass butt plugs are
handmade and quality-inspected so
you get only the best product, but
the real appeal lies in the adornment.
Each plug is capped with a genuine
Swarovski crystal. If you want to give
your ass the star treatment, then this
luxurious toy is the way to go. Simply
insert the smooth glass plug into your
backdoor and you, too, can have a
delightfully darling derriere.
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Seven-function vibes are the most
popular on the market, but the Luxe
Epiphany stands out thanks to its unique
shape. The duckbill-shaped head
allows for simultaneous
vaginal and clitoral
stimulation, and
the thick, curved
handle makes it
easy to control
even in the throes
of passion. This is
the kind of vibrator
every woman needs.
Trust us on this one.
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MÉNAGE À TROIS
HARNESS

Want to have a threesome
but don’t want to invite
someone new into bed? The
Ménage à Trois harness is
for you. Your guy straps on
this harness and, voila, he
has two dicks, all the better
to please you with! A firm,
fuckable dildo is included,
and whether your guy takes
your ass or your pussy, your
other entrance will be well
taken care of.

These and other products are available online at
www.PenthouseStore.com or by calling 1-877-217-3436

VËRSPANKEN

Male masturbation toys have gotten
better over the years, and our favorite
update is the VërSpanken. The innovative
stroker lets the user control the sensations
he’ll feel. Each VërSpanken comes with a
set of FoamWieners in smooth, bumpy or
wavy. You can also purchase additional
WaterWiener inserts—available in all three
textures—that give you a more natural
feeling while allowing you to change the
temperature of your fuck toy by either
microwaving or refrigerating them. With six
insert options to choose from, this stroker
provides endless orgasmic possibilities!

Scan this code to visit
PenthouseStore.com, then
take 15% off your order with
promotional code MAYFOR
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